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GREGORYPACKS.COM

We’re a small but focused company, driven by our love for the outdoors and
our desire to help others make their own journeys. Gregory was born with
a simple mission: to enrich the lives of our customers, and thanks to you
we’ve come a long way since pioneering the technical backpack business.
It’s hard to believe it has been four decades and we’re still improving the
product in ways unimaginable in the beginning. And while we are proud of
our mission and what we have accomplished along the way, ultimately we’d
be nowhere without our most important asset: our customers.
We’re humbled by our customers, not only because of your passion for
adventure, but because of your loyalty. While some of you are new to
Gregory, many of you have a history with Gregory that stretches back to
our beginnings. It’s this passion and loyalty that inspire us to build the best
products possible. On this special mark in time for us, we want you to know
we feel you’re as much a part of Gregory as we are, and we can’t thank you
enough for 40 great years. Here is to the next 40!
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BALTORO & DEVA
BACKPACKING

Do it. Take a day, or a week, or a month, or a whole season and
do what you’ve been saying you would for years: hit the trail. We
guarantee that when you come back, you’ll be a different person.
But before you go, be sure you’re ready for the journey. Ready for
endless miles of winding trails, sun-baked desert, hushed forest
hideaways, heavenly mountain passes and hard, gritty pavement.
It will take confidence—not only in yourself, but in your gear.
That’s why we’ve poured every ounce of experience, knowledge, and
technology we possess into designing and engineering the Baltoro
and Deva series of packs—to give you the ultimate in backpacking
comfort, performance, and style.
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MATERIALS
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BODY high-tenacity 420D nylon
& 210D molecular cryptorip nylon

LINING 135D high-density embossed
polyester

BASE high-tenacity 630D nylon w/
foam and 135D high-density polyester
reinforcement layers

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
Dual-density, comfortzone lifespan EVA
and open cell foams

CHASSIS SUPPORT 7mm solid 7075
aluminum wireframe & spring steel antibarreling stay & HDPE

GREGORYPACKS.COM

BALTORO 95 PRO
The new Baltoro 95 brings the same award-winning features and superior
ride of our flagship Baltoro series, plus an upgraded Response Pro chassis
and material selections to handle extended backcountry adventures. The
Response Pro chassis creates a fixed link between the hipbelt and backpanel
for additional load support and weight management, making it the new
standard for guide use and high alpine trekking. With the fully loaded Baltoro
95, backpackers can tackle longer objectives, guides can carry first aid and
extra supplies, and mountaineers and cold-weather campers can utilize the
additional space for bulky winter gear.
SMALL 77843 MEDIUM 77842 LARGE 77841

MAX CARRY 30 kg | 70 lb
MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

MEDIUM

volume
95 L
5797 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.98 kg

136 g

122 g

6 lb 9 oz

4.8 oz

4.3 oz

Volcanic Black

-0662

RESPONSE PRO

SUSPENSION

Increased capacity means heavier loads, and when full, a larger pack
means more distance between the load and the user’s center of gravity.
Response Pro compensates for these factors with a thicker aluminum
wishbone frame, a full-back-length framesheet, and an upgraded nonpivoting Response Pro hipbelt to provide increase support and stability
throughout the entire chassis.
Response Pro hipbelt and harness components are fully interchangeable
with the auto-adjusting QuickSwap 3D Pre-Curved hipbelt and harness
components found throughout the Response A3 series. Current Baltoro
owners desiring additional support for heavy gear loads can purchase
and swap out their auto-pivoting Response A3 hipbelt with the
Response Pro locked-out version of their existing Response A3 belt.
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BALTORO
RESPONSE A3

SUSPENSION

At the heart of the Baltoro series lies A3, the latest evolution of our
groundbreaking, award-winning Response suspension system.
The proprietary A3—or Automatic Angle Adjust—chassis is the reason
these packs remain comfortable and balanced, adapting to your body and
maintaining your center of gravity through shifting terrain, conditions, and
intensity levels.
Response A3 technology makes this the lightest, most dynamic and
versatile Baltoro series yet.

RESPONSE A3
E
A
B

F

12

A RESPONSE A3 SUSPENSION
adjustable, independently pivoting
shoulder harness and hip belt load
panels that actively adapt to different
body shapes and help maintain
load balance in varying terrain
B WISHBONE FRAME
an innovative 7075 aluminum alloy
internal wire frame that defines
the perimeter of the back panel and
channels the load to the center of the
lumbar region for dynamic support

C
A

TECHNOLOGY

D
F

C ULTRACUSH BACKPANEL
ventilated center channel composite
with LifeSpan multi-layer EVA foam
and silicone grip overlay at the
lumbar region for maximum comfort
and stability

D LUMBAR TUNE
a removable EVA foam shim offers the
user customizable contouring in the
lower back lumbar region
E QUICKSWAP 3D PRECURVED
COMPONENTS
ergonomically tapered shoulder
harness straps and hip belts in multiple
sizes, featuring LifeSpan foam and a
new easy-change design for quickly
finding the perfect custom fit
F COMFORTZONE HIPBELT
CONSTRUCTION
multi‑layer, multi‑density LifeSpan
EVA foam padding engineered to
provide support where needed and
relieve pressure on sensitive areas

GREGORYPACKS.COM

DEVA

RESPONSE A3

WOMEN’S SUSPENSION

The Deva series of packs features A3 Women’s, the women’s‑specific
suspension technology that builds on our groundbreaking, award-winning
Response suspension system.
The proprietary A3 Women’s—or Automatic Angle Adjust—chassis is
the reason these packs remain comfortable and balanced, adapting to
your body and maintaining your center of gravity through shifting terrain,
conditions, and intensity levels.
Response A3 Women’s technology makes this the lightest, most dynamic
and versatile Deva series yet.

RESPONSE A3
E
A
B

WOMEN’S TECHNOLOGY

A RESPONSE A3
WOMEN’S SUSPENSION
adjustable, independently pivoting
shoulder harness and hip belt load
panels, optimized for female body
contours via custom curvatures and
canting at the shoulders and hips
B WISHBONE WOMEN’S FRAME
women’s‑specific 7075 aluminum
alloy internal wire frame that defines
the perimeter of the back panel and
channels the load to the center of the
lumbar region for dynamic support

C
F

D
F

C ULTRACUSH WOMEN’S
BACKPANEL
ventilated center channel composite
featuring LifeSpan multi-layer EVA
foam, women’s‑specific shaping, and
a narrower footprint for maximum
comfort, plus silicone comfort grip
at the lumbar region for stability and
stability

D LUMBAR TUNE
a removable EVA foam shim offers the
user customizable contouring in the
lower back lumbar region
E QUICKSWAP 3D PRECURVED
COMPONENTS
women’s‑specific, ergonomically
pre-curved and tapered shoulder
straps and hip belts in multiple
sizes, featuring LifeSpan foam
and an easy-change design
F COMFORTZONE HIPBELT
CONSTRUCTION
multi‑layer, multi‑density LifeSpan
EVA foam padding engineered to
provide support where needed and
relieve pressure on sensitive areas
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PACK DETAILS
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1 Shock locks
Dual shock cord ice axe/trekking
pole retainers

2 Weathershield pocket
A TPU‑coated and sealed hip belt
compartment, sized for smartphones or
other digital devices and features a highly
weather‑resistant YKK AquaGuard®
zipper closure
14

3 Sidewinder bottle holster
A side-mounted, ergonomic, stow‑away
bottle/accessory pocket with a mesh
drawstring closure for securing loose
items. A beloved Gregory feature
4 Raincover integration
Raincover stows in its own mesh
compartment inside an external vertical-zip
pocket that doubles as accessory storage
in mild weather (raincover included)

5 U-zip access
Top-loading design with a front U‑zip
panel that opens from top to bottom for
rapid access to main body contents

6 Sleeping bag compartment
External access with removable
internal divider

GREGORYPACKS.COM

CUSTOM FIT
Go beyond adjustability and enter the truly customized fit experience
created by QuickSwap 3D Precurved harness and hip belt components.
Three harness options and five hip belt sizes mean up to fifteen possible
fit combinations for every Baltoro and Deva model in every torso length.
Meanwhile, the removable Lumbar Tune insert gives users the ability to
dial in curvature in the lower back panel for perfect support. By properly
correcting shape in multiple dimensions rather than simply adding or
subtracting strap material along a single plane, QuickSwap components
eliminate dead spots, pressure points, and friction to fully realize the
dynamic efficiency of Response A3 suspension.

1 Torso length*
An accurate torso measurement
ensures the majority of the pack’s
load is correctly transferred onto the
main structure of the body – the hips
* See appendix for instructions on how to
measure torso lenght

Men’s: S, M, L
Women’s: XS, S, M

2 Hipbelt size
Pre-curved, ergonomically tapered
hip belts in multiple sizes, featuring
LifeSpan foam and a new easychange design for quickly finding the
perfect custom fit

3 Shoulder harness size
Pre‑curved, ergonomically tapered
shoulder harness straps are available
in multiple sizes, featuring LifeSpan
foam and a new easy-change design
that allows fine tuning within each
harness size

4 Lumbar tune
EVA shim offers the user two stages
of contouring in the lumbar region
for the perfect fit

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Men’s: S, M, L
Women’s: XS, S, M

See fit details and sizing charts on
pages 122-124

MATERIALS

SIDEKICK PACK

BODY 210D high-tenacity nylon,

LINING 135D high-density polyester

300D nylon/poly

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
multi-density , comfortzone lifespan EVA

BASE 630D high-density nylon

CHASSIS SUPPORT
7075 aluminum, HDPE

included

Combination hydration reservoir sleeve and
ultra-light removable daypack, perfect for
unscheduled day trips, summit hikes, or
supply runs into town during a thru-hike.
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BALTORO
Navy Blue

BALTORO

Shadow Black -0614

85

Spark Red -0627

BALTORO

75

BALTORO

65

SMALL 65061 MEDIUM 65060 LARGE 65059

SMALL 65781 MEDIUM 65780 LARGE 65779

SMALL 65784 MEDIUM 65783 LARGE 65782

Appalachian, Pacific Crest, Continental Divide,
Great Himalayan, Machu Picchu, Bibbulmun… you
can hike them all. The Baltoro 85 offers massive
capacity and the constantly-adapting comfort of
Response A3 suspension, allowing you to tackle
the longest self-supported trips on your list. With
enough room for any expedition plus the kitchen
sink, this 85-liter monster is the largest all-season
backpack in our line.

Your week-long epic just got better thanks to the
Baltoro 75. Response A3 suspension automatically
adapts to your body and the terrain, making this
spacious pack feel deceptively light and agile even
when fully loaded. Thoughtful feature placement
and built-in organization keep your life simple on
the trail and in camp.

Comfortable enough for weekend warriors,
but advanced enough for the most demanding
users, the Baltoro 65 brings the trail dominating
performance of Response A3 suspension in a
slimmer, trimmer design that’s perfect for long
winter weekends, warm-weather multi-stagers,
or extended backcountry excursions with a
minimized gear list.

MAX CARRY 27.2 kg | 60 lb

MAX CARRY 25.9 kg | 55 lb

MAX CARRY 22.7 kg | 50 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

5187 in

3

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.66 kg

133 g

136 g

5 lb 7 oz

4.7 oz

4.8 oz

volume
75 L
4577 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.42 kg

133 g

136 g

5 lb 5 oz

4.7 oz

4.8 oz

volume
MEDIUM

85 L

weight

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

volume

16

-1598

65 L
3967 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.3 kg

133 g

136 g

5 lb 1 oz

4.7 oz

4.8 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

BACKPACKING
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DEVA
Charcoal Grey

DEVA

Egyptian Blue -0492

-1175

80

Ruby Red -1761

DEVA

70

DEVA

60

EXTRA SMALL 65044 SMALL 65043 MEDIUM 65042

EXTRA SMALL 65041 SMALL 65039 MEDIUM 65037

EXTRA SMALL 65035 SMALL 65033 MEDIUM 65031

Our largest all-season women’s pack puts capacity
worries to rest, no matter how intimidating your
itinerary. Thanks to women’s‑specific Response
A3, the Deva 80 hauls loads of up to 27.2 kg (60lb)
over incredible distances and challenging terrain
in total comfort, whether that means hiking the
Pacific Crest or supporting a high alpine basecamp
with a week’s worth of supplies and gear.

The extraordinarily capable Deva 70 is a
high‑performance hiker’s dream, thanks to its
generous 70-liter capacity and ever-adapting,
dynamic Response A3 Women’s suspension. From
week-long winter outings to transcontinental treks,
this women’s‑specific high-volume pack will never
leave you wanting more.

The Deva 60’s slim profile and adaptive Response
A3 Women’s suspension keep you moving in tight,
technical terrain, making this the choice pack
for gear-intensive overnights in the high alpine
or longer stays with a minimalist philosophy. It’s
also the perfect companion for warm summer
weekends, when you’d rather live in luxury than get
by on rice and beans.

MAX CARRY 27.2 kg | 60 lb

MAX CARRY 24.9 kg | 55 lb

MAX CARRY 22.7 kg | 50 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front u-zip

4882 in

3

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.4 kg

133 g

136 g

5 lb 4 oz

4.7 oz

4.8 oz

volume
70 L
4272 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.26 kg

133 g

136 g

5 lb

4.7 oz

4.8 oz

volume
SMALL

80 L

weight

SMALL

SMALL

volume

60 L
3361 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

2.14 kg

133 g

136 g

4 lb 12 oz

4.7 oz

4.8 oz
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PARAGON & MAVEN
LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING

Our new lightweight backpacks shoot the gap between bare-bones
ultralight and plush deluxe packs, with a weight-conscious design
philosophy and the debut of Aerolon suspension. Sleek and nimble yet
fully featured, these packs bring attitude and an advanced lightweight
aluminum chassis for trailblazers who leave the kitchen sink behind.
Aerolon’s unique Matrix backpanel ventilation technology gives the
collection the lightest and most comfortable customizable suspension
in its weight class, while features like convertible hydration sleeve
SideKick daypacks, integrated raincovers, and trail-access storage
prove you can have your cake and eat it, too.

PG
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PARAGON & MAVEN

AEROLON

SUSPENSION

A size-specific custom 7001 aluminum alloy chassis and ventilated, mesh-encapsulated matrix
foam backpanel design make Aerolon suspension the lightest, most supportive suspension in its
weight class. Aerolon’s exceptional airflow and dynamic load management system give the Paragon and Maven packs more stability and on-trail comfort than competing lightweight backpacks.
ADJUSTABLE FIT ENGINEERING
Born from our Response A3 Suspension designed for the Baltoro and Deva, the Aerolon adjustable suspension utilizes an ultra-light 7mm Hollow 7001 aluminum frame with entirely new
geometry and flexibility characteristics that gives the chassis its ability to span multiple Torso
sizes without compromising the perfect fit to your back shape. The new stay curvature and
aluminum flexibility we’ve engineered into the system accommodates 4” of torso adjustment to
efficiently link the load of the pack to ensure you still get the superior fit and comfort expected
from a Gregory suspension.

AEROLON TECHNOLOGY
A AEROLON SUSPENSION
uses a customized lightweight 7001 aluminum chassis design to deliver
uncompromised ventilation and load stabilizing trail performance to reduce energy
expenditure on the trail

C

B MATRIX VENTILATION SYSTEM
uses a foam-matrix backpanel structure encapsulated by breathable mesh
to provide air flow and moisture evaporation, in order to reduce energy
expenditure and increase comfort

E
B

C QUICK ADJUST HIPBELTS AND BACK HEIGHT
system provide the perfect fit every time, while the unique hipbelt adjustment allow
the hipbelt pockets to move with the adjustment to maintain easy pocket access

A

D GRIPTION LUMBAR PAD
with soft-molded silicon gription pad technology for enhanced load transfer and
energy savings

D

C

E 3D SHOULDER HARNESSES & HIPBELT
with dual density lifespan EVA foam construction for an amazingly cush ride in
a sub-four pound pack

MATERIALS

SIDEKICK PACK
included

Combination hydration reservoir sleeve and
ultra-light removable daypack, perfect for
unscheduled day trips, summit hikes, or
supply runs into town during a thru-hike.
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BODY 210D cryptorip nylon &
100D high-tenacity nylon
BASE 210D high-tenacity nylon w/ 135D high-density polyester reinforcement layer
LINING 135D high-density embossed polyester
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
135D high-density embossed polyester

GREGORYPACKS.COM
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4
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PACK DETAILS

6

1 Sunglass quickstow
System on shoulder harness allows
a quick, secure and scratch-free way
to store your shades on the go

2 Raincover integration
Raincover stows in zippered compartment
beneath front stuff pocket and doubles as
accessory pocket

3 Trekking pole attachments

5 Adjustable hipbelt pockets

4 Adjustable backpanel

Provide a unique adjustment allow the
hipbelt pockets to move with the adjustment to maintain easy pocket access

Adjustable backpanel height for the
perfect fit everytime

6 Matrix ventilation system
Foam-matrix backpanel structure
encapsulated by breathable mesh to
provide air flow and moisture evaporation
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LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING
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PARAGON
Sunset Grey

		

Citrus Red -5585

-5586

PARAGON

Omega Blue -1640

68

		

PARAGON

58

SMALL/MEDIUM 77859 MEDIUM/LARGE 77858

SMALL/MEDIUM 77857 MEDIUM/LARGE 77856

Nine times out of ten, a pack this light with this kind of capacity would
be stripped of anything close to comfort or convenience. The Paragon
68 is the exception, tearing up the trail with lightweight, ventilated
ease thanks to Aerolon suspension, and offering deluxe features you’d
be hard-pressed to find inside its weight class. Looks like your long
weekend plans just got a little lighter and a lot more comfortable.

If a weekend in the woods is on your list, don’t let a heavy pack keep
you lagging behind. The Paragon 58 gives you room to haul the gear
you want without making sacrifices, while simultaneously shaving
weight to keep you light on your feet. A lightweight 7075 aluminum
chassis and matrix ventilated foam backpanel drop ounces without
dialing back on support, and you’ll wonder if we used magic to pack in
so many features (we did).

23 kg | 50 lb

MAX CARRY 23 kg | 50 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MED/LRG

volume

22

68 L
4150 in

3

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

weight

stripped
weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

1.64 kg

1.51 kg

105 g

122 g

3 lb 10 oz

3 lb 5 oz

3.7 oz

4.3 oz

volume
MED/LRG

MAX CARRY

58 L
3539 in

3

weight

stripped
weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

1.62 kg

1.47 kg

105 g

122 g

3 lb 9 oz

3 lb 4 oz

3.7 oz

4.3 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

		

PARAGON

48

		

PARAGON

38

SMALL/MEDIUM 77855 MEDIUM/LARGE 77854

SMALL/MEDIUM 77853 MEDIUM/LARGE 77852

The Paragon 48 loves those long-distance overnights, where the
challenge isn’t just the mileage, but the altitude, the terrain, and the
conditions. Its lightweight Aerolon suspension keeps you—and your
gear—balanced as you make for your next waypoint, while convenient
features improve organization and provide on-trail access to essentials.

Put a peak in your sights and set off with the lightweight Paragon 38
on your back. At 38 liters, it has enough volume to gulp down extra
layers, first aid, a bivy sack, and all the water and food you’ll need,
but its Aerolon suspension keeps it light and agile for scrambling. No
mountains nearby? No problem: this bigger-than-a-day pack was born
for flyweight flat-land overnights.

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

48 L
2929 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.45 kg

96 g

3 lb 3 oz

3.4 oz

volume
MED/LRG

MED/LRG

volume

38 L
2319 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.36 kg

91 g

3 lb

3.2 oz
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LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING
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MAVEN
Forest Grey

		

Phoenix Red -0587

-5587

MAVEN

River Blue -C226

65

		

MAVEN

55

XSMALL/SMALL 77851 SMALL/MEDIUM 77850

XSMALL/SMALL 77849 SMALL/MEDIUM 77848

A multi-day excursion in the mountains demands a light, nimble
pack with plenty of support—not always an easy combination to find.
Thanks to the Maven 65 and its lightweight Aerolon suspension, you
can have both the svelte pack you want and the load management you
need. Light on your back, but packing abundant trail-ready features, the
Maven 65 embodies the modern approach to backpacking.

A heavy pack saps your energy and steals the fun out of long weekends in
the backcountry. But when you’re packing up camp and hitting the trail
in the morning, slinging the Maven 55 over your shoulders is a totally
new—and excellent—experience, thanks to its lightweight design,
extensive feature list, and ventilated Aerolon suspension. Maybe it’s
time for an upgrade.

23 kg | 50 lb

MAX CARRY 23 kg | 50 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

XS/SM

volume

24

65 L
3966 in

3

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

weight

stripped
weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

1.56 kg

1.42 kg

102 g

122 g

3 lb 7 oz

3 lb 2 oz

3.6 oz

4.3 oz

volume
XS/SM

MAX CARRY

55 L
3356 in

3

weight

stripped
weight

raincover
weight

sidekick
weight

1.53 kg

1.39 kg

102 g

122 g

3 lb 6 oz

3 lb 1 oz

3.6 oz

4.3 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

		

MAVEN

45

		

MAVEN

35

XSMALL/SMALL 77847 SMALL/MEDIUM 77846

XSMALL/SMALL 77845 SMALL/MEDIUM 77844

When it’s time to escape from the crowds, the sleek, overnight-ready
Maven 45 makes short work of long approaches to distant campsites
that rarely see any visitors. Convenient storage options keep you happy
on the trail, and Aerolon ventilated suspension keeps you cool as it
supports the load.

Packing the sink on your next dayhike will make the Maven 35
happy, because it loves to haul a little extra gear in its 35-liter main
compartment. Lightweight, robust Aerolon suspension supports the
load without adding to it, while tons of features never let on that this
pack barely tips the scales.

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

45 L
2746 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.39 kg

96 g

3 lb 1 oz

3.4 oz

volume
XS/SM

XS/SM

volume

35 L
2136 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.34 kg

91 g

2 lb 15 oz

3.2 oz
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STOUT & AMBER
BACKPACKING

The TrailFlex series offers modern function, streamlined looks, and
incredible versatility for any adventure. Adjustable suspension and
breathable backpanel technology provide a custom fit and enhanced
comfort. Durable lightweight fabrics and purposeful feature sets
deliver the exceptional performance and rewarding experiences
worthy of Gregory’s 40 years on the trail.

PG
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STOUT & AMBER

TRAILFLEX

SUSPENSION

TrailFlex suspension combines a lightweight, stable, and proven internal
wire frame design with custom torso length adjustment for a precision fit.
The highly ventilated backpanel increases comfort across a wide range
of conditions, allowing evaporative cooling in hot weather and increasing
breathability in the cold. The TrailFlex chassis manages heavy loads across
long distances by channeling weight to the padded lumbar region, while
adjustable, pre-curved hipbelts and shoulder harness straps conform to the
body without the need for break-in.

WHAT’S NEW
TRAILFLEX ADJUSTABILITY: The new TrailFlex is completely overhauled for 2017, with a fully adjustable back length adjustment as well as
a dual hipbelt adjustment on the larger two styles. The hipbelt adjustment
is the first in its class to provide comfortable and real load transfer at
its largest setting, and the hipbelt pockets adjust with the belt, so you
maintain easy access to your necessities.

A
C

VENTILATED BACKPANEL: The new Stout and Amber feature an onthe-back ventilation technology enhancement that provides enhanced
airflow for a cooler ride and increased comfort on the trail.
NEW ORGANIZATION: Back by popular demand, we’ve added an
oversized stretch-mesh front stuff pocket to the entire collection, making
quick access to gear and overflow a cinch and delivering a more modern,
streamlined pack silhouette.
NEW MATERIALS: The new 2017 material package has been engineered
from the ground up. The main body materials, the chassis and the foam
cocktails in the shoulder harnesses and hipbelts all have enhanced durability
characteristics while maintaining the lightweight characteristics of the
previous Stout and Amber, giving the 2017 collection a fine tuned balance
of performance and long lasting appeal on the trail.

MATERIALS
BODY 200D x 900D high-strength dobby polyester & 210D ripstop polyester
BASE 630D ballistic polyester with 135 high-density polyester reinforcement layer
LINING 135D high-density embossed polyester
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR dual-density CLPE foam
CHASSIS SUPPORT 3mm & 4mm spring steel wishbone frame
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D
B

TRAILFLEX TECHNOLOGY
A ADJUSTABLE TRAILFLEX SUSPENSION quickly adjusts to fit your
specific back and hipbelt length, allowing the pack to match your height and
body geometry for a perfect fit every time
B TRAILFLEX ADJUSTABLE HIPBELTS are offered on the two largest packs
in the collection with dual hipbelt pockets that move with the length adjustment,
keeping your hipbelt pockets easily accessible
C TRAILFLEX VENTILATION technology provides enhanced airflow for a
cooler ride and increased comfort on the trail
D WISHBONE SPRINGSTEEL FRAME design delivers stable load
management with torsional flexibility, allowing the pack move with your body
and minimize energy expenditure

GREGORYPACKS.COM

1

3

2

4

5

PACK DETAILS

6

1 Adjustable trailflex suspension
Quickly adjusts to fit your specific
back and hipbelt length, allowing the
pack to match your height and body
geometry for a perfect fit every time

2 Trailflex adjustable hipbelts
Are offered on the two largest packs
in the collection

3 Front stretch stuff pocket
For gear overflow and organization

5 Dual zippered hipbelt pockets

4 Solar ready

6 Raincover integration
Raincover stows in zippered
compartment beneath front stuff pocket
and doubles as accessory pocket

Solar cell attachment points
on largest three styles

For quick access items on the trail
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STOUT
-1598

Coal Grey -5588

Prairie Orange -5589

		

75

STOUT

STOUT

65

ONE SIZE 77840

ONE SIZE 77839

The Stout 75 offers the capacity to support
classic hikes in revered locations like Yosemite
and Glacier National Park, and brings adjustable
TrailFlex suspension and features to provide a
custom fit experience. The top-loading design
makes quick work of packing up camp, while
a front stuff pocket keeps layers accessible on
the trail. Improved ventilation increases airflow
to your back, and movable hipbelt pockets
compensate for hipbelt adjustments.

At home anywhere your own two feet can take
you, the Stout 65 hits the mark for capacity and
profile—just big enough for a week’s worth of
lightweight camping gear, but not so big that it
creates issues when you’re hopping on a train
to the hostel in the next town. Updated TrailFlex
suspension lets you customize the ventilated
backpanel for a perfect fit, and a new front
mesh pocket stows a jacket or a street map for
unexpected itinerary changes.

MAX CARRY 23 kg | 50 lb

MAX CARRY 23 kg | 50 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

ONE SIZE

volume

30

		

75 L
4577 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.76 kg

105 g

3 lb 14 oz

3.7 oz

volume
ONE SIZE

Navy Blue

65 L
3966 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.73 kg

105 g

3 lb 13 oz

3.7 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

STOUT

45

		

STOUT

35

ONE SIZE 77838

ONE SIZE 77837

Moving quickly is key when you have double-digit
mileage to cover before you hit camp, and too
much pack can slow you down. The Stout 45 puts
you on schedule, with enough space for your gear
and a bottom access panel for your sleeping bag.
Adjustable TrailFlex suspension creates a custom
fit to keep you nimble, balanced, and comfortable
in tricky terrain, and a new front mesh pocket gives
you a spot to stash larger items that might come in
handy on the trail.

You don’t need a ton of space for summer
overnight camping, beach-bivy surf trips, and
weekend visits to the city, but when the campsite
is on top of a ridgeline or the subway is 10 blocks
away, you’ll appreciate the Stout 35. Adjustable
TrailFlex suspension supports loads that flimsy
daypacks simply can’t, and trail features like side
pockets, hipbelt pockets, and a front stretch mesh
pocket come in handy whether you find yourself
in the woods or on a downtown studio couch.

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

45 L
2746 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.29 kg

74 g

2 lb 13 oz

2.6 oz

volume
ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

volume

35 L
2136 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.13 kg

74 g

2 lb 8 oz

2.6 oz
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AMBER
-2271

Chili Pepper Red -B104

		

AMBER

60

AMBER

44

ONE SIZE 77834

ONE SIZE 77833

Whether exploring a slot canyon on your long
weekend or navigating the twisting alleys of
Istanbul on your semester abroad, the Amber 60
carries all your gear without looking or feeling
cumbersome. Thanks to a streamlined profile and
adjustable TrailFlex suspension, you get the load
support you need, and a balanced, centered carry
that rides close to the body, won’t snag branches,
and slips along crowded train platforms without
bumping its way through.

Ideal for overnights, the Amber 44 can be the bag
you live out of as well as the pack you carry during
the day. Large enough to carry all your gear for a
weekend in the woods or a week crashed on your
best friend’s couch, the Amber 44 is still streamlined
enough for afternoon trail hikes. Redesigned with
an adjustable, fully ventilated backpanel, TrailFlex
suspension makes this pack as comfortable to carry
as it is easy to use.

MAX CARRY 23 kg | 50 lb

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

ONE SIZE

volume

32

Teal Grey -5590

60 L
3661 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.63 kg

105 g

3 lb 9 oz

3.7 oz

volume
ONE SIZE

Pearl Blue

44 L
2685 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.23 kg

74 g

2 lb 12 oz

2.6 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

		

AMBER

34

ONE SIZE 77832

As a generous daypack or a light-and-fast
overnighter, the Amber 34 fits the bill, bringing
34 liters of volume, external trail-access storage,
and ventilated, adjustable TrailFlex suspension
to support the load. Whether you’re planning a
quick overnight with a friend or headed to the lake
for an afternoon with the crew, this pack will be
the one you reach for more often than any other.

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb
MAIN ACCESS top loader | sleeping bag access

ONE SIZE

volume
34 L
2075 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.08 kg

74 g

2 lb 6 oz

2.6 oz
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ZULU & JADE
VENTILATED BACKPACKING & HIKING

The streamlined, lightweight Zulu and Jade feature our low-profile
CrossFlo ventilated suspension, ultra-cushy shoulder harness design,
and a new lumbar platform that provides increased comfort in all
terrain. Low-profile cargo compartments bring the load closer to
your body to improve balance, while a front stretch pocket makes it
easy to grab and stash gear on the go. Tough, lightweight fabrics and
reinforcements increase durability, and an upside-down U-zipper main
access panel eases packing and unloading in the three largest styles.
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ZULU & JADE
CROSSFLO DTS

SUSPENSION

Gregory’s proprietary CrossFlo suspension creates a physical space between
the user and the pack without sacrificing load management or robbing excess
volume from the storage compartment. A tensioned steel wire frame arcs over
a wide, stabilized open mesh back panel to support the contents of the pack
without contacting the wearer’s back. Meanwhile, the harness yoke transfers
load forces directly to the frame, which reacts by stiffening the system as the
pack gets heavier. This dynamic chassis system allows air to flow around the
user, increasing ventilation in hot weather and improving the breathability of
waterproof outerwear in cold and wet conditions as well.
The larger packs in this series are upgraded with larger diameter frames and
dual density foam layering in the hipbelts and shoulder harnesses, allowing the
CrossFlo system to handle the extra weight with ease and deliver incredible
comfort and energy savings during multi-day trips.

CROSSFLO DTS

TECHNOLOGY

A LIGHTWEIGHT WIRE X-FRAME 
provides superior load transfer directly
to the lumbar pad and hip belt
B DYNAMIC YOKE
integrates the shoulder harness directly to
the X-Frame, activating the suspension as
the weight increases to automatically
balance flexibility and stiffness in the frame

B

C SUSPENDED MESH BACK PANEL
for superior ventilation

C
E

D VENTILATED MESH
on harness and hipbelt and adds breathability
and decreases weight
E HPDE FRAME SHEET WITH
ANTI-BARRELING STAY

A
D

MATERIALS
BODY 210D high-tenacity nylon,
100 high-tenacity nylon

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
multi-density, comfortzone lifespan EVA

BASE 210D high-tenacity nylon

CHASSIS SUPPORT
spring steel, HDPE

LINING 135D high-density polyester
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PACK DETAILS

1 Hipbelt pockets
Dual zippered hip belt pockets

2 Front stuff pocket
Front stretch-woven stuff pocket with surfacemounted quick-release buckle closure

3 Raincover integration
Intergrated raincover in a dedicated
external-access pocket that doubles
as accessory storage in mild weather

5 Multi-straps

4 Front U-Zip access

6 Side pockets
Dual stretch mesh side pockets

To main compartment on packs 33L
& larger

Removable via girth, adjustable straps that
can be positioned at multiple lash points on
the exterior of the pack (53/55 & 63/65)
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ZULU
Feldspar Grey -4847

ZULU

Moss Green -1577

Navy Blue -1598

40

Burnished Orange -4844

ZULU

35

MEDIUM 68435 LARGE 68436

MEDIUM 68432 LARGE 68433

The Zulu 40 offers more room than a daypack, making it ideal for
warm-weather overnights and all-day winter outings. Far lighter,
cooler, and more trekkable than an alpine pack, but tough enough to
withstand serious use, the Zulu 40 gives you the features and details
of a full-sized pack without the weight or the bulk.

When you’re standing on the first peak and your goal is two,
maybe three more by sundown, you’ll be glad you have the
Zulu 35 on your back. It’s the perfect pack for setting personal
ridge-running records, thanks to its incredible load balance
and the supreme ventilation of CrossFlo suspension.

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front U-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front U-zip
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40 L
2441 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.33 kg

85 g

2 lbs 15 oz

3 oz

volume
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

volume

35 L
2136 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.25 kg

77 g

2 lbs 12 oz

2.7 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

ZULU

30

MEDIUM 68430 LARGE 68431

The smallest pack in the Zulu series stands tall with technology, making up for any
loss in volume with the heat-taming prowess of CrossFlo ventilated suspension.
While other packs get heavier as the day goes on, the Zulu 30 runs so cool and
light that your post-lunch return route will feel as fast and fun as the first five miles.
STYLE SPECIFIC FEATURES
• Hybrid top-loading / zippered main compartment opening
• External top zippered accessory pocket
• Interior security pocket with key clip
MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb
MAIN ACCESS hybrid top-loader panel

MEDIUM

volume
30 L
1953 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.11 kg

74 g

2 lbs 7 oz

2.6 oz
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JADE
Dark Charcoal

JADE

Ruby Red -1761

Mountain Purple -4848

38

JADE

33

SMALL 68403 MEDIUM 68429

SMALL 68426 MEDIUM 68427

More volume than a daypack, less bulk than a full-on backpacking
pack, incredible comfort and weight—that’s the Jade 38 in a nutshell.
Ready for any overnight you can throw at it, or even multi-night
missions if the weather’s warm and you pack light, this is the pack you
want for taking down that ridgeline epic or three-day desert route.

The Jade 33 has the perfect balance of space and all-day comfort
that make it perfect for a wide range of uses in every season. With
33 liters of volume, it can tackle summer nights sleeping under the
stars as well as winter days requiring significant amounts of gear
and spare layers. A full-sized feature set and superior ventilation
thanks to CrossFlo suspension mean you’ll never feel out gunned
by the demands of the outing or the weather on the horizon.

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front U-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front U-zip

38 L
2319 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.28 kg

82 g

2 lbs 13 oz

2.88 oz

volume
SMALL

SMALL

volume

40

-4845

33 L
2013 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.22 kg

77 g

2 lbs 11 oz

2.7 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

JADE

28

SMALL 68402 MEDIUM 68425

Call it a daypack if you like, but the Jade 28 is much more. The bridge effect of CrossFlo suspension
keeps you cool and dry in all conditions, and features like dual stretch side pockets, dual hipbelt
pockets, an integrated raincover, and trekking pole attach points that double as ice axe loops make
this lower-volume pack capable of anything from ridge running to ice climbing or bike touring.
STYLE SPECIFIC FEATURES
• Hybrid top-loading / zippered main compartment opening
• External top zippered accessory pocket
• Interior security pocket with key clip

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb
MAIN ACCESS hybrid top-loader panel

SMALL

volume
28 L
1708 in

3

weight

raincover
weight

1.11 kg

82 g

2 lbs 7 oz

2.88 oz
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SALV0 & SULA
VENTILATED HIKING
Deciding on a day hike is easy—just point your toes toward the
nearest trailhead or head out the door for a loop through the
park. The Salvo and Sula packs make finding proper fit, function,
and up-to-the-minute technology in a dayhiking pack intuitive
and simple. These packs are all about moving fast, cool, and
light with zero stress, thanks to straightforward adjustments,
low-profile FreeSpan suspension, and ventilated harness and
hipbelts. Their versatile array of compartments and features give
you confidence for any adventure, and their bright, edgy designs
stand out from the trail crowd.
So go ahead—grab a Salvo or Sula pack and hit the ground running.
They’ll be ready when you are.
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SALVO & SULA
FREESPAN

SUSPENSION

Our FreeSpan ventilated suspension utilizes a proprietary
leaf spring lumbar support integrated into a spring steel
perimeter frame, allowing for total flow-through ventilation
while maximizing interior bag volume. A ventilated lumbar
pad and ventilated harness help to further improve airflow,
while low-profile cushioning keeps the weight of the pack
tucked in tight to the lower back for improved stability and
load-bearing comfort.

DETAILS
* Adjustable upper and lower trekking pole attachment

system with reflective webbing

B

* Custom molded zipper pulls

D

* Internal hydration sleeve with hose management
* Compression straps

A

* Internal zippered organization pocket

C

FREESPAN

TECHNOLOGY

MATERIALS

A LOW PROFILE FREESPAN VENTILATION
maximizes pack capacity while keeping the load close to your back

BODY 210D cryptorip nylon

B VENTILATED LIFESPAN
EVA shoulder harness foam

LINING 135D HD embossed polyester

C VENTILATED HIGH COMFORT
EVA hip belt foam

CHASSIS SUPPORT 4mm spring steel & HDPE

BASE 210D nylon

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR lifespan EVA, EVA, airmesh

D LIGHTWEIGHT PERIMETER WIRE FRAME
with lumbar “leaf spring” design for all day support and comfort
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PACK DETAILS

6

1 Accessory pocket
Front accessory pocket with softtouch fabric lining to protect
sunglasses and electronics

2 Side stretch mesh pockets

3 Molded webbing keepers
For strap management

5 Dual hipbelt pockets

4 Safety light lash

6 Sunglass stash
On shoulder harness for quick access
to your shades

Laser cut and laminated low
profile attachment system

On 24 L and 28 L styles
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SALVO
Burnished Orange

SALVO

-4844

True Black -0651

28

Black/Macaw Green -4843

SALVO

24

SALVO

18

ONE SIZE 68418

ONE SIZE 68417

ONE SIZE 68416

The Salvo 28 rules the daypack roost, boasting
dual compartments and a total 28 liters of
cargo space for all-day adventures, plus a list of
features that make it ready for any terrain. Hip
belt pockets keep snacks and small accessories
in reach on the trail, saving room in the
spacious main compartment for extra gear.

More room means more versatility, and the Salvo
24 has enough to make stashing an extra layer, a
pair of gloves, and another bag of trail mix easy
feats. That means longer range and more freedom
to explore, whether it’s an extra hour spent hiking
in the foothills or another thousand feet of vertical
in the mountains.

Compact and light yet packed with features, the
Salvo 18 proves you can have full-size tech in a
smaller daypack design. This is the ideal pack for
fast, aerobic hikes and warm-weather workouts—
its FreeSpan suspension allows air to circulate
around your body, keeping you cool through long
summer afternoons.

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 9 kg | 20 lb

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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28 L

1.10 kg

1708 in3

2 lb 7 oz

volume

weight

24 L

1.01 kg

1465 in3

2 lb 4 oz

ONE SIZE

volume

weight
ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

volume

weight

18 L

.84 kg

1098 in3

1 lb 13 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM
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SULA
Dove Grey

SULA

-1301

Bright Green -1131

28

Ruby Red -1761

SULA

24

SULA

18

ONE SIZE 68421

ONE SIZE 68420

ONE SIZE 68419

Step up to the Sula 28 and you have a pack
that can tackle anything from a walking tour
in a foreign city to a full-day fourteener bid in
the summer. Dual compartments keep gear
organized for fast access, while lash points for
lights and trekking poles make the biggest Sula
in the series capable of night rides and tricky
terrain. Are you as prepared as your pack?

The Sula 24 combines space and function, with
24 liters of volume, an adjustable, padded hip belt,
and dual hip belt pockets for snacks and on-trail
accessories. In the main compartment, you get
more room for packing an extra layer, meaning
your adventures can go a lot longer in varying
terrain and weather conditions.

When five o’clock rolls around and your coworkers
hit the gym, you smile to yourself. You know
nature’s cardio machine is waiting right outside,
and so does the Sula 18. That’s why it gives you the
ability to carry trail gear, fuel, and water without
slowing you down on your workout.

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 9 kg | 20 lb

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

28 L

1.07 kg

1708 in3

2 lb 6 oz

volume

weight

24 L

.98 kg

1465 in3

2 lb 3 oz

ONE SIZE

volume

weight
ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

volume

weight

18 L

.83 kg

1098 in3

1 lb 13 oz
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MIWOK & MAYA
ACTIVE TRAIL

Our Miwok and Maya packs exemplify clean, athletic design, with
thoughtful features and a fit that adapts and conforms for consistent
performance in all terrain. BioSync suspension features flexible
tendons that move with as you bag peaks, shred singletrack, or sprint
from summit to summit. Durable lightweight fabrics and thoughtful
organization make these packs simple and easy to use on the trail,
and the Biosync suspension allows you to forget about the pack on
your back and enjoy the view.
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MIWOK & MAYA
BIOSYNC ATS

SUSPENSION

BioSync Active Trail suspension (ATS) offers the flexibility and shock
absorption required for active, fast-paced trail use, in a lightweight, durable
suspension system that has no moving parts.
BioSync ATS is designed to mimic human joint construction by using a series
of flexible synthetic connectors to join the shoulder harness and hip belt to
the pack frame, just like tendons join muscle to bone in the body. This allows
the harness and hip belt to flex and move independently of the pack without
reducing load support, meaning you can run, jump, ride, scramble, and climb
freely while your gear stays secure and balanced on your back. The elimination
of rigid parts not only simplifies the system and increases durability, but
creates a more direct connection between the user and the equipment.

BIOSYNC ATS

TECHNOLOGY

A FLEXIBLE TENDONS
attach the shoulder harness and hip
belt to the pack keeping it balanced to
move with the body in motion
B CURVED BACKPANEL
for ideal fit and optimal weight transfer

D MOISTURE-WICKING
harness and hip belt help you stay dry
E DIE-CUT FOAM
on the harness and backpanel adds
breathability and decreases weight

A
E

D

B

C WIDE HIPBELT
adds stability helping to more
efficiently distribute the weight

C
A

KEEPING YOU COOL & HYDRATED

MATERIALS

With fast moving, highly aerobic activities like mountain biking and peak bagging,
proper hydration and keeping cool are paramount to optimal performance and
enjoyment. Airflow and water intake combine to keep you cool during active
pursuits so you can achieve peak performance.

BODY 100D nylon, 100D x 280D nylon twill

- Easy hydration access for quick and simple refills through the external sleeve

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
EVA foam, airmesh

- Tube routing and keeper clip on the shoulder harness for fast engagement and
secure stowage
- Moisture wicking harness, hip belt and back panel to draw perspiration away from
the body
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BASE 100D nylon
LINING 135D high-density polyester

CHASSIS SUPPORT
HDPE and EVA foam

GREGORYPACKS.COM
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PACK DETAILS

6

3 Sunglass stash
On shoulder harness for quick
access to your shades

5 Dual external side pockets

Dual hip belt pockets on all sizes

2 Safety light lash
Laser cut and laminated low profile
attachment system

4 Helmet pocket

6 Zigzag bungee
Zigzag exterior bungee strap on
Miwok 6 and Maya 5

1 Quick-access pockets

Dual-zip expanding helmet
compatible stash pocket on all sizes
except Miwok 6 and Maya 5

On all sizes except Miwok
6 and Maya 5
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MIWOK
Navy Blue

MIWOK

-1598

Storm Black -0635

Citrus Red -5585

24

MIWOK

18

ONE SIZE 68384

ONE SIZE 68380

From peak-bagging to casual hikes, the Miwok 24 does everything a
daypack should and more. Designed for speed, this sleek, lightweight
daypack has the capacity to stow extra layers on all-day excursions,
plus an expanding front pocket to keep bulkier items like a rain jacket
or bike helmet. Meanwhile, its convenient size and clean exterior lines
allow it to function as a commuting or carry-on pack during the week.

The Miwok 18 embodies the fast-and-light hiker’s ideals. Compact,
minimal, and functional, it carries food, water, and lightweight layers
while you tick off the vertical, then hugs your back like a frightened
monkey as you fly back down the trail. An expanding front pocket lets
you stash extra items or a helmet for fast access, and side compression
wings add stability during rapid descents.

MAX CARRY 11 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 9 kg | 20 lb

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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weight

24 L

.7 kg

1465 in3

1 lb 9 oz

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

volume

volume

weight

18 L

.63 kg

1098 in3

1 lb 6 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

MIWOK

12

ONE SIZE 68379

The Miwok 12’s super-compact, body-hugging shape makes it versatile
across multiple active trail disciplines, from short-distance hiking to
extended trail running and mountain biking. 12 liters of capacity allow a
light layer, food, and water, while a low-profile front stash pocket gives
you quick access to extra items.

MAX CARRY 7 kg | 15 lb

MEDIUM

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

volume

weight

12 L

.55 kg

732 in3

1 lb 3 oz
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MAYA
Sky Blue

MAYA

-1809

Dove Grey -1301

Mountain Purple -4848

22

MAYA

16

ONE SIZE 68376

The Maya 22 carries like a daypack but rides like it’s a part of you,
thanks to BioSync suspension that flexes and moves with your body. Its
clean design goes from long trail days to workday commuting without
breaking a sweat, and an expanding front pocket stretches to fit bulky
items like a rain shell or bike helmet.

The Maya 16 is a smaller daypack that’s ideal for shorter day hikes or
lightning quick peak ascents in mild weather. With enough room for
compressible layers and fuel, plus an expanding front pocket that fits
a helmet, this sleek 16-liter pack offers exactly what you need and
nothing more.

MAX CARRY 12 kg | 25 lb

MAX CARRY 9 kg | 20 lb

MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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volume

weight

volume

weight

22 L

.65 kg

16 L

.55 kg

1343 in3

1 lb 7 oz

976 in3

1 lb 3 oz

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

ONE SIZE 68377

GREGORYPACKS.COM

MAYA

10

ONE SIZE 68375

Fitness hikers, mountain bikers, and long-distance winter trail runners
will fall in love with the Maya 10, thanks to its super-sleek design,
body-hugging BioSync suspension, and helmet-compatible exterior
pocket. By offering more room than a pure hydration or biking pack,
the Maya 10 becomes the versatile trail companion you’ll barely
know you’re wearing.

MAX CARRY 7 kg | 15 lb
MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MEDIUM

volume

weight

10 L

.5 kg

610 in3

1 lb 2 oz
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GREGORYPACKS.COM

ALPINE & SKI
DENALI | ALPINISTO | TARGHEE

The Gregory Alpine and Ski series draw upon 40 years of experience
in pack design and engineering, bringing the best of our knowledge
and expertise to face the most demanding conditions on the planet.
Our partnerships with top mountain athletes and countless hours
of real world field-testing in demanding locations throughout North
America, Europe and Asia have created fully optimized packs for
modern mountaineering and alpine adventures.
Through time-tested technology and a focus on alpine needs, we
deliver three pack series, each committed to on-mountain reliability,
performance, and customization. Offering a range of volumes and
feature sets within each series, the Denali, Alpinisto, and Targhee
provide mountain athletes an option for any alpine pursuit.
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FUSION FLEX PRO

SUSPENSION

The high alpine is the proving ground that pushes people and equipment to their
limits. Fusion Flex Pro represents the pinnacle of suspension performance, combining
cutting-edge materials with time-tested Gregory design to give mountain athletes
unassailable strength, exceptional load support, and outstanding versatility in the
most challenging terrain and conditions on the planet.

FUSION FLEX PRO

TECHNOLOGY

A TWIN ALUMINUM STAYS
can be quickly removed to save weight
B INTEGRATED FUSION PRO SEWN‑IN
FRAMESHEET CONSTRUCTION
optimizes back protection from
your gear, reduces failure points
and keeps the weight down
C HOLLOW, LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM
ANTI‑BARRELING CROSS-STAY
provides unmatched stability and ensures your
center of gravity is optimized

A

E AUTOCANT HARNESS
adjusts to each individual shoulder angle for
a custom fit

F

E

F F3D PRE-CURVED PRO HARNESS
adjusts to each individual shoulder angle for a
custom fit

C

D

G ANTI-SLIP LUMBAR PAD
correctly transfers load to hips

B

G

D MOLDED EVA BACKPANEL FOAM
sheds snow and incorporates elastomeric
anti-slip technology on to the critical lumbar
pad contact point

STRIPPABLE
The removable frame stays, top pocket,
bivy pad and hipbelt padding allow this
pack to conform to the needs of the day.

Adjustable ice axe loops
with metal toggles for leashless
and mixed climbing tools
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Expedition hipbelt
with sled pull attachment, gear loop,
ice clipper slot and zippered pocket

GREGORYPACKS.COM

ALPINE
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DENALI
Basalt Black -2917

PACK DETAILS
Side slash zipper for easy
access to main body
Large, fold-away side pockets
Tubular gear loops and reinforced
daisy chain on front of pack
Dual layer, internally laminated
TPU front panel to protect
against crampons and ice tools
High visibility interior
Multi-layer bottom panel is highly
puncture and abrasion-resistant
Multi-use spare straps daisy
chain lash, top pocket carry sling
V-compression on lower sides
integrates with side pocket functionality
Cross-over front compression
provides complete bag compression as
well as alternate attachment system

DENALI

100

SMALL 64919 MEDIUM 64918

DENALI
LARGE 64917

The Denali 100 remains the pinnacle of bigmountain expedition performance. With the
ability to comfortably carry heavy loads into
harsh environments over demanding terrain, this
pack provides confidence and reliability every
step of the way. The removable frame stays,
top pocket, bivy pad and hipbelt padding allow
this pack to conform to the needs of the day.

Zippered, quick-access side pocket
for headlamp and map access

75

SMALL 64922 MEDIUM 64921 LARGE 64920

With 75 liters of volume and the ability to
comfortably carry over 30 kg (70lb) of gear,
the Denali 75 is a technical expedition pack
designed with the needs of the modern alpinist in
mind. It strikes the balance between heavy load
hauler and streamlined, basecamp-access pack.
The removable frame stays, top pocket, bivy pad
and hipbelt padding allow this pack to shift between
hauling and climbing.

Hydration reservoir sleeve and port

MATERIALS
BODY 210D nylon, 420D high-density nylon
BASE high-tenacity 630D nylon w/
foam and 135D high-density polyester
reinforcement layers
LINING 210D nylon

MAX CARRY 36 kg | 80 lb

MAX CARRY 30 kg | 70 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | front access

weight

stripped
weight

100 L

3 kg

1.92 kg

6102 in3

6 lb 10 oz

4 lb 4 oz

weight

stripped
weight

75 L

2.78 kg

1.81 kg

4577 in3

6 lb 2 oz

4 lb

volume
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

volume

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
multi‑density closed and open
cell foams
CHASSIS SUPPORT dual 7075
aluminum stays
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ALPINISTO ALPINE
The Alpinisto pack line is built for professional mountaineers and serious
athletes and is used in some of the most severe places on earth. These packs
are unrivaled in performance, durability and comfort in the alpine world and
are capable of carrying everything you need for extended alpine adventures
and versatile enough to use on summit day.

FUSION FLEX

SUSPENSION

Fusion Flex is a lightweight, robust suspension system designed for harsh alpine environments.
Its single aluminum stay and die-cut HDPE frame sheet provide crucial load support while the
climbing-specific hip belt and harness maintain comfort for technical ascents.
Fusion Flex combines crucial load management, and simple, durable design to offer climbers the
ideal alpine-minimalist pack suspension system. A die-cut HDPE frame sheet and single formed
7075-T6 aluminum center stay provide support for heavy loads, and a cross-stay prevents barreling
after hasty packing efforts in harsh weather. Meanwhile, the snow-shedding back panel resists
moisture absorption, and removable padding in the high-cut, harness-compatible hip belt allows for
maximum weight reduction without the loss of support. Tapered, dual-density shoulder padding and
an anti-slip lumbar pad maintain mobility and proper load transfer over waterproof layers.

FUSION FLEX

B
C
A

TECHNOLOGY

A DIE-CUT HDPE FRAMESHEET
with a 7075-T6 aluminum stay creates ideal
support structure and optimal load transfer

E REMOVABLE PADDING IN HIPBELT
shaves weight (waist webbing is fixed and
provides stability when padding is removed)

B TAPERED DUAL-DENSITY PADDING
in shoulder harness maximizes freedom
of movement

F THERMO-FORMED BACKPANEL
fits snug against the back and sheds snow

C CROSS-STAY
ensures the pack will not barrel under heavy loads

F
D
G

G ANTI-SLIP LUMBAR PAD
correctly transfers load to hips

D HIGH-CUT DUAL-DENSITY HIPBELT
integrates with a climbing harness

E
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ALPINE
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ALPINISTO
Marine Blue

-1531

Basalt Black

PACK DETAILS

-2917

Removable hip belt padding for weight
saving
Stowable crampon pocket with TPU
panel to protect contents from sharp
points
Dual ice axe attachment system
compatible with all modern tool head
designs
Top pocket occipital cutout for optimal
helmet clearance
Main pack body closure with single,
anodized hook for maximum durability
Hydration hose port with locking zipper
Single wand pocket
Side-zip access to main body
Dual ski slots
Sled pull attachment points integrated
into hip belt

ALPINISTO
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ALPINISTO

Bright interior color for easy visibility
of gear

35

Security pocket under lid with key clip

SMALL 65050 MEDIUM 65049 LARGE 65048

SMALL 65067 MEDIUM 65066 LARGE 65065

This technical, alpine climbing machine goes
from sturdy load hauler to lightweight summit
bag with the swift removal of components.
The 50-liter size is perfect for an overnighter
or when you need to bring a little extra gear.

A perfect alpine pack for a long day on the
mountain, The Alpinisto 35 is the pack of choice
for ice or alpine pursuits. When you need to be
even faster and lighter, simply remove the frame
sheet/stay, bivy pad and hip belt to shed more
than 453g (1 lb. 2 oz.).

MAX CARRY 18 kg | 40 lb

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | side access

MAIN ACCESS top loader | side access

Removable bivy pad
Rope Strap & Haul loops
Gear loops and ice clipper slots on hip
belt

MATERIALS
BODY 210D nylon, 420D high-density nylon

volume

weight

stripped
weight

50 L

1.6 kg

1.6 kg

3051 in3

3 lb 10 oz

2 lb 2 oz

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

BASE 630D high-density nylon
volume

weight

stripped
weight

35 L

1.5 kg

1.6 kg

2136 in3

3 lb 6 oz

2 lb 2 oz

LINING 210D nylon
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
multi-density closed and open
cell foams
CHASSIS SUPPORT 7075 aluminum
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TARGHEE SKI
The Targhee ski pack line has found the sweet spot between durability,
weight and intuitive functionality. Our steady evolution of the Targhee line
over the years can proudly claim a long list of awards for it’s backcountry
usability and world-class comfort, which has long kept these bomber ski
packs front of mind for the educated backcountry enthusiast. Through
time-tested technology and a focus on the unique and inevitably flexible
requirements for a wide range of backcountry pursuits, the most advanced
Targhee collection in our history delivers the on-mountain reliability and
fully loaded feature set you expect in a world class ski pack.

VERTFLEX

SUSPENSION

VertFlex suspension meets the needs of snow sports athletes who require vertical
stability for heavy loads in addition to torsional flexibility for free range of motion
while skiing, snowshoeing or snowboarding.
We design these packs specifically for winter use, sizing them to be worn over
cold-weather outerwear and using water-resistant, high-density foam covered
by snow-shedding fabric in the back panel, harness, and hip belt. The smaller
VertFlex packs rely on a flexible HDPE frame sheet for lightweight, low-profile
load support, while the larger models offer additional stability in the form of a
perimeter wire wishbone internal frame with a cross-stay.

A

G
B

VERTFLEX
F

C

H
E

D

TECHNOLOGY

B

A VERTICALLY STABLE
to maintain a balanced and secure load

E INCREASED HIPBELT PADDING
in larger packs to accommodate heavier loads

B TORSIONAL FLEXIBILITY
to accommodate the dynamic movements of
skiing and riding

F OPTIMIZED HARNESS PADDING
reduces bulk for greater freedom of movement
combined with a comfortable carry

C MOLDED BACKPANEL
with classic Gregory lumbar pad for optimal load
transfer to hips

G HDPE FRAMESHEET
in the smallest model with an added cross-stay
and wire wishbone perimeter frame in the
larger models

D SNOW SHEDDING DESIGN
reduces absorbed water and keeps you dry

H INSULATED HYDRATION SLEEVE
integrated into shoulder harness
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TARGHEE
Vapor Blue

TARGHEE

-3412

Patrol Black -5273

45

Solar Yellow -0624

TARGHEE

32

SMALL 74489 MEDIUM 74490 LARGE 74488

SMALL 74485 MEDIUM 74483 LARGE 74482

A great guide pack or for longer tours and
overnight trips, the Targhee 45 has ample
room for larger, on-mountain loads.

A perfect balance of volume, features and carry
convenience, the Targhee 32 is the ideal, all around
ski pack. Ready to spend a full day exploring the
backcountry.

TARGHEE

26

ONE SIZE 65544

Great for a half to full day of touring, the Targhee
26 has well-thought-out features that allow
you to focus on the task at hand and enjoy your
backcountry experience.
STYLE SPECIFIC FEATURES
• Top internal zippered pocket to secure keys and
valuables
• Partial padding on hipbelt balances comfort,
mobility and weight savings

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAX CARRY 16 kg | 35 lb

MAX CARRY 14 kg | 30 lb

MAIN ACCESS top loader | full rear-panel u-zip

MAIN ACCESS hybrid top loader | full rear-panel u-zip

MAIN ACCESS top loader | full rear-panel u-zip entry
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31.76
lb 14kgoz

32 L
1953 in

3

weight

volume

1.5 kg

26 L

3 lb 7 oz

ONE SIZE

2746
45 Lin

volume

weight
3

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

volume

1587 in

weight
1.3 kg
3

2 lb 14 oz

GREGORYPACKS.COM

1

2

3

4

5

PACK DETAILS

6

1 Safety whistle
On chest harness buckle for quick
access

2 Insulated hydration sleeve
Helps prevent tube from freezing, with
easy entry port on shoulder harness

3 Dedicated avalanche safety pocket
Is easy to access, with dividers for a
shovel, probe and other vital accessories
4 Top accessory pocket
Large enough to stow goggles

5 Aluminum hooks and snow plow
buckles
For winter use without risk of
freeze/clog

6 Zippered backpanel entry
Allows convenient access to gear
65

1

2

4

3

GEAR CARRY OPTIONS
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1 A-FRAME SKI CARRY

3 STOWABLE HELMET CARRY

2 STOWABLE SNOWSHOE
OR SNOWBOARD CARRY

4 DUAL ICE AXE CARRY

MATERIALS
BODY 210D 66 nylon
BASE 630D high-density nylon
LINING 135D high-density polyester

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR
multi-density closed and open
cell foams
CHASSIS SUPPORT
steel, HDPE composite

GREGORYPACKS.COM
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PRO RAINCOVER
[20-30L] 68411 [35-45L] 68412 [50-60L] 68413 [65-75L] 68414 [80-100L] 68415

Whether your pack came without a raincover or you’re seeking an upgrade,
the Pro Raincover series provides superior weather protection, streamlined
design, and a lighter weight compact package than standard raincovers. Five
sizes—from 20 to 100 liters—means you’ll find the precision fit required to
cheat the wind and shed water like a rubber duck.
Web Grey

-4854

Web Orange -4855

FEATURES
- Dual point attachment system for superior rain and wind protection
- Compact stuff sack and hangable packaging included
- Ultra lightweight silicon infused 40D polyester with double stitched,
seam sealed construction
- Drainage point on bottom panel
- Debossed pattern with cusomized style

SMALL

volume
35-45 L
2000-3000 cu

in

68 g

50-60 L

weight

volume

113 g

65-75 L

3000-4000 cu

4 oz

weight

volume

weight

85 g

80-100 L

2.4 oz

3 oz

in

LARGE

1000-2000 cu

in

volume
MEDIUM

20-30 L

weight

XLARGE

XSMALL

volume

weight
125 g

4000-5000 cu

in

4.4 oz

142 g

5000-6000 cu

in

5 oz
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Our Commitment
to Perfect Pack Fit
& Ultimate Comfort

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

AWARD WINNING COMFORT

ENERGY SAVINGS

In 1977 we started building packs around

We all pay close attention when trying on a new

In our experience, the less energy you use

one simple, but groundbreaking philoso-

pair of shoes, making sure they fit the length,

with every step, the more you’ll enjoy the

phy: a properly designed pack is worn, not

arch curvature and width of our feet. You should

journey. Sometimes this means knocking out

carried. Proper design means proper fit,

think about a new pack in the same way, consid-

a few more miles of trail than you expected;

and when a pack fits the right way, it works

ering torso length, body shape, harness comfort,

other times it’s about having more fuel in

with you, not against you, saving energy

and support for the load you’ll be carrying. Every

the tank at the end of the day to fire up the

and opening a whole new world of comfort

Gregory pack features load-bearing curvature

BBQ and share the experience with friends.

you may never have thought possible. This

built into the backpanel, designed to match the

Either way, it’s easy to see why energy

philosophy of bag design permeates every

shape of your spine in the same manner as prop-

efficiency is at the heart of our design ap-

stage of product design at Gregory, and

er arch support matches your feet. Since 1977,

proach—it’s a huge factor that’s often left by

results in the industry’s best-fitting packs

we have won countless awards around the world

the wayside in gear design. Until you experi-

for every pursuit.

for our leadership, focus and understanding of

ence a properly designed and properly fitted

body geometry and load transfer. Our goal is and

pack, you’ll never know how great your next

always has been to deliver the most comfortable

journey could be.

packs in the world.
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TORSO/BACK LENGTH SIZING
A common misperception is the assumption

1) Locate your ILIAC CREST

that because you wear a large T-shirt, a size

The top of your hipbone directly on the sides

large backpack is your proper size. This is

of your body and aligned with your pants

simply not the case. Torso length runs inde-

seam - usually the top of these bones are lo-

pendent from overall height, meaning two

cated at a similar height to your belly button

people of the same height and weight may
be as far as two pack sizes apart.
Taking just a few minutes to accurately
measure your torso length ensures you’ll

2) Locate your C7 Vertebra
The largest bump near the base of your neck

make the best choice within any given series
of Gregory packs. Follow these three simple
steps to identify your torso length, and commit your torso measurement to memory just
as you do your shoe size. Fully grown adults
should only have to do this once in their
lives, and the fit chart below will help you
select the correct size in any Gregory pack
style you choose.

3) Measure the vertical distance between
the two
From your C7 straight down your spine to
where it intersects with a line drawn across
your iliac crest

HIPBELT SIZING

HARNESS SIZING

While we optimize every Gregory pack to fit

There’s no need to over-complicate shoulder harness fit. We carefully engineer every one of

most body shapes and sizes, certain collections

our products to fit a wide range of body shapes and sizes, and the harness lengths are pro-

have interchangeable hipbelts or adjustable

portional to the pack height, so they almost always fit perfectly. Just try on the pack, adjust

hipbelt lengths to help you find the perfect fit.

the hipbelt, and then adjust the harness. If it feels good, great!

A simple rule of thumb is that the ideal

Our Deva and Baltoro packs have customizable, interchangeable harnesses for achieving

distance between the ends of the hipbelt

the next level of precision fit. To determine if you need a different harness size in a Deva or

pads after tightening should be 3 to 5 inches.

Baltoro, first ensure your torso length is correct and the hipbelt is properly positioned, then

However, the most important criteria are that

put some weight in the pack and tighten the harness. If the harness feels uncomfortable or

the hipbelt wraps clear over the side of your

the padding portion of the harness does not extend to the region on the side of your body

body and that it rests 1 inch above your iliac

directly below your armpit, simply swap out for a larger or smaller harness size with your

crest. This allows proper load transfer to your

local Gregory retailer.

skeletal structure, which maximizes comfort
and minimizes energy expenditure.

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SIZING CHARTS
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PACK SIZING

Response A3

13 in

14 in

15 in

16 in

17 in

18 in

19 in

20 in

21 in

22 in

33 cm

35.6 cm

38.1 cm

40.6 cm

43.2 cm

45.7 cm

48.3 cm

50.8 cm

53.3 cm

55.9 cm

SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD or LG

LG

LG

XS or SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD

SM/MD or
MD/LG

MD/LG

MD/LG

MD/LG

LG

LG

O/S

O/S

Baltoro
Deva

XS

XS
SM/MD

SM/MD

SM/MD

SM/MD or
MD/LG

XS-SM

XS/SM

XS/SM or
SM/MD

XS/SM or
SM/MD

SM/MD

SM/MD

SM/MD

SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD or LG

XS

XS

XS or SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

Paragon
Aerolon
Maven
CrossFlo DTS

Trailflex

Versafit

Freespan

Alpine

Blosync

Vaporspan

Shift RS

XS-SM

Zulu
Jade
Stout
Amber
Wander

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

Salvo
Sula
Denali

SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD or LG

LG

LG

Alpinisto

SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD or LG

LG

LG

Targhee

SM

SM

SM or MD

MD

MD or LG

LG

LG

Miwok

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

Maya

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

Citro
Juno
Drift
Amasa

HIPBELT SIZING
XS
Premium
Interchangable
Hipbelts
(Response A3)

Fixed Hipbelts

Adjustable Hipbelts
(Aerolon, Trailflex,
Versafit)
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Fit Range (in)

Fit Range (cm)

26”-46”

66.04-116.84 cm

SM

27”-47”

68.58-119.38 cm

MD

28”-48”

71.12-121.92 cm

LG

30”-50”

76.2-127 cm

XL

32”-52”

81.28-132.08 cm

SM

26”-45”

66.04-114.3 cm

XS/SM

26”-45”

66.04-114.3 cm

SM

27”-45”

68.58-114.3 cm

SM/MD

27”-46”

68.58-116.84 cm

MD

28”-48”

71.12-121.92 cm

MD/LG

29”-51”

73.66-129.54 cm

LG

30”-53”

76.2-134.62 cm

O/S (mens)

28”-48”

71.12-121.92 cm

O/S
(womens)

27”-45”

66.04-114.3 cm

O/S (youth)

26”-49”

66.04-124.46 cm

XS/SM

22”-46”

55.88-116.84 cm

SM/MD

23”-48”

58.42-121.92 cm

MD/LG

25”-53”

63.5-134.62 cm

O/S (mens)

24”-53”

60.96-134.62 cm

O/S
(womens)

22”-48”

55.88-121.92 cm

O/S (youth)

22”-48”

55.88-121.92 cm

In between sizes?

Always better to size down to ensure harness load lifters
can lift the pack weight onto the hipbelt and function
properly. However, the general rule is for slimmer upper
body builds, always size down - for broader upper body
builds, size up to ensure harness padding coverage.

GREGORYPACKS.COM

We’ve been helping you get outside for almost 40 years, by building
uncompromised product that gets you and your gear to wherever you’re going.
We believe the outdoor experience is enhanced when you have incredibly
comfortable, intelligently designed, premium quality equipment you can trust
without question.
We are relentless about this simple, but also very challenging product creation
philosophy, because we know that getting out—whether to scale a mountain peak
or pedal across town—is paramount to our quality of life. We feel like anything
and everything we love to do is simply better when we do it outside. So above
all else, we do not compromise on the time we spend under open skies with our
compadres in life, and the products we build are a direct result of this philosophy.

GREGORY GUARANTEE
Over the past 40 years, Gregory packs have earned an unmatched reputation
for quality and reliability. We know that the quality of your experience depends
on the reliability of your gear. That’s why we don’t build packs to last a season
or two-we build them to provide you with a lifetime of high-performance and
enjoyment.
THE GREGORY LIMITED LIFE TIME GUARANTEE
We build Gregory gear to last a lifetime and that’s how long we stand behind
it. We guarantee you that this product will be free from defects in materials or
workmanship, for as long as you own it.
This warranty does not cover damage due to unreasonable use or improper care.
(Sorry, no free repairs if you have been using your pack as a feed bag for bears or
cleaning it with white gas).
For terms & conditions please consult: eu.gregorypacks.com

GREGORY EUROPE
Samsonite N.V.
Westerring 17
B - 9700 Oudenaarde
+32 5533 3211 (Office)
info.europe@gregorypacks.com
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EUROPEAN AGENCIES & DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRIA

GERMANY

ITALY

SAIL & SURF PRODUKTIONS- UND

North, Central, East

HANDELSGESELLSCHAFT M.B.H

OUTSIDE EQUIPMENT

Samsonite N.V.

Bundesstraße 55

Sandortstr. 4

Westerring 17

4822 Bad Goisern

D - 27412 Hepstedt

B – 9700 Oudenaarde

Tel.: +43 6135 20633-0

Tel.: +49 (0)4283 6082675

Tel.: +32 5533 3211

Fax.: +43 6135 20634

Dirk Thiele

info.europe@gregorypacks.com

office@sailsurf.at

dirk@outside-equipment.de

www.sailsurf.at

GREGORY EUROPE

Bavaria

NORWAY

SPORT HANDELSAGENTUR

BENELUX
CJ AGENCIES
Hermesweg 26-28
NL – 3741 GP Baarn
Tel.: +31 35 542 4200
info@cjagencies.nl

CZECH REPUBLIC

RIETZSCHEL

XC SPORTS EQUIPMENT AS

Showroom Haus 2 / 1.Etage

Baker Østbys vei 17

Mahdentalstr. 110

N - 1351 Rud

D – 71065 Sindelfingen

Tel.: +47 (0)40001916

Tel.: + 49 (0) 174 2041067

sjur@xcsports.com

Gerhard Wurst

POLAND

gerhard@handelsagentur-wurst.com

CRAGSPORT

South, West
SPORT HANDELSAGENTUR

ul. Sarnie Uroczysko 4/6

ALPSPORT S.R.O

RIETZSCHEL

30-225 Kraków

Tyrsova 25

Rheinfeldstr. 21

Tel.: +48 503 062 709

CZ - 702 00 Ostrava

D - 67354 Römerberg

info@cragsport.pl

Tel.: +420 (0)596 122441

Tel.: +49 6232 8156786

vo@alpsport.cz

Sascha Rietzschel

FRANCE

sport-handelsagentur@web.de

PL DIFFUSION

SE

NO

Le Village
F - 26210 Moras En Valloire
Tel.: +33 (0) 475 31 60 76
contact@pldiffusion.eu

IE

UK
NL
BE
LU

FR

PL
DE

CZ
AT

CH
IT

AD
ES
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SALES & MARKETING
SPAIN &
ANDORRA

SAMSONITE AG

SWITZERLAND

CLIMB TOOLS S.L.

Riedstr. 14

ANDREA MEERHOLZ

Michoacan 1

CH-8953 DIETIKON

Brand Director Europe

E – 28250 Torrelodones

info.switzerland@gregorypacks.com

Andrea.Meerholz@gregorypacks.com

Tel.: +34 609 294081
Pablo Aguado Casas
climbtools@climbtools.com

UK & IRELAND
LYON EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Unit 3-7, Tebay Business Park

SWEDEN
VERTICALX SWARTLING AB
Luxgatan 6

PHILIPPE RODE
Sales Manager Europe
Philippe.Rode@gregorypacks.com

Old Tebay, Penrith, CA10 3SS
Tel.: +44 (0) 15396 24040
info@lyon.co.uk

S – 112 62 Stockholm
Tel.: +46 73 581 65 62
Per Swartling
per@verticalx.se

ISRAËL
M-GRAVITY LTD
Noga Keilim Bldg.
63 Hadasim Rd.

RUSSIA
MOUNTECH LLC
5th. Magistralnaya
11 Office 31
123007 Moscow

Ind. Zone
40500 EVEN-YEHUDA
ISRAËL
+972 9 746 6910 (ph)
info@gravityisrael.com

mikhaylov@mountech.ru
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DISCOVER GREGORY ONLINE
The new Gregory website

Discover more:

gregorypacks.com

The new Gregory brand movie

Discover more:

Gregory on social media
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gregorypacks.com

instagram.com/Gregory Packs EU

facebook.com/Gregory Packs Europe

Gregory Packs Europe

GREGORYPACKS.COM

THE WHITE MAZE EXPEDITION
The Team of “ONEKOTAN - THE
LOST ISLAND” accidentally ran into
a new adventure. On their flight
home they scoped the most perfect
Mountain Range in the World.
It’s not about snarling something.
It is about accomplishing a mission
although it seems impossible.
Inhaling the beaty of nature is the
key motivation.
The impossibility of the mission is
just a side effect...

Discover more:

#thewhitemaze
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